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Ching. CrisPy Crispy (Crispy Chan) January 22, Watch Movie Free Online Free Full HD Mobi l m, Watch Online Free Movies
with, HD Movie Streaming On HDMp4, Movies Free, Watch Movies, Movies 2013 HD, Download Movies Online, Free
Movies 2013, Watch Movie, HD Movie, Movie FreeQ: A localisation problem and a question on multiplicative subsets This
problem is in "Towards a general theory of algebraic geometry and commutative algebra", III.2 (p. 20). Let $k$ be a localisation
of the field $\mathbb{Q}$ at the multiplicative subset $S=\{a\in\mathbb{Q}\,|\, a\equiv 1\mod 4\}$ (i.e. $4$ is invertible in
$\mathbb{Q}$). Show that $k$ is local and $\mathbb{Z}$-flat. Prove that the multiplicative subset $S$ generates the unit
element in $k$ as $\mathbb{Z}$-module. Since I haven't seen this sort of question, I have absolutely no idea how to approach
the problem. Any ideas? A: First of all, $\mathbb Z$ is flat over $\mathbb Q$. This can be proved, for example, by observing
that if we have a sequence of elements $x_n\in \mathbb Q$ and $x_{n+1}=x_n+4y_n$, then it is easily seen that $x_n$ is a
Cauchy sequence and thus convergent. On the other hand, $k$ is a localization, so it is a subring of a product of copies of
$\mathbb Q$ and $\mathbb Q$ is flat over $\mathbb Z$; hence, $k$ is flat over $\mathbb Z$. Now $S$ generates the unit
element in $k$ as a $\mathbb Z$-module. This is because any element $x\in k$ can be written as $x=4^n z$ where $z\in
\mathbb Q$ and $n$ is an integer. The element $z\in \mathbb Q$ is uniquely determined by $x$ (namely, $z=x/4^n$).
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